BI xPress
Easily Deploy, Audit, and Monitor
SSIS Packages

SentryOne BI xPress provides a proven framework for building SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) packages,
installing auditing frameworks, and monitoring data packages—increasing the speed and quality of data-centric
application deployments on the Microsoft Data Platform.

Want a better, faster way to manage
Microsoft data packages?

BI xPress accelerates data package
management across the app lifecycle

Accurately managing data packages can consume
significant time and resources from data teams, causing
bottlenecks in efficient deployment:

BI xPress helps data pros efficiently manage SSIS data
packages from development through production,
ensuring speed and accuracy of data-centric apps:

•

Poring over error messages when data packages fail
is time-consuming and often unproductive

•

Quickly build data packages and eliminate repetitive
coding tasks

•

Capturing errors often means custom-built event
handlers, requiring additional resources
Troubleshooting data package performance in
production can be difficult

•

Ensure data packages run as expected and monitor
their execution with an auditing framework

•

Use detailed reporting to monitor package
performance and proactively take corrective action

•

BI xPress features and highlights
SSIS Monitoring Console
View data recorded during
execution on SSIS packages,
including data flow tasks, and use
the Auditing Framework Wizard to
customize the level of detail.

Report Performance Monitor
Monitor and troubleshoot
SQL Server Reporting Services

(SSRS) reports by viewing critical
performance stats.

severity, package name, or other
dynamic criteria.

Notification Framework Wizard

BI Compare

Create custom notifications based
on events in your SSIS packages
with the BI xPress Notification
Framework Wizard. Customize the
notification format, specify delivery
options, and set triggers based on

See differences between two SSIS
packages, SSRS reports, and SSAS
dimensions or cubes. Compare
server setups or compare local files
to deployed items on servers. Drill
down to see detailed views.

Auditing Framework Wizard
View detailed logging and
performance information about
SSIS packages. Easily add, remove,
or edit the framework within SSIS
packages during development
or after deployment to the SSIS
catalog.

MDX Calculation Builder
Create complex MDX calculations
in a few clicks from available MDX

templates, eliminating manual
coding. Use the templates to
easily add dynamic time-calculated
members to a cube’s MDX
calculation script.

Best Practices Analyzer
Inspect your environment for
adherence to best practices for
performance, maintainability,
and stability, among others. Store
the results for later review or

export results to XML to track how
packages are improving over time.

Secure Configuration Manager
Create secure configurations and
add/edit configuration values in
just a few clicks. Generate multiple
shared configurations for selected
connections, and adjust naming
conventions using the smart
rename feature. Edit the properties
of multiple config files at once.

Reporting Performance
Monitor in SentryOne BI
xPress provides insight into
SSRS performance reports by
compiling multiple stats into
a concise dashboard.

Pricing
Standard

$1,095
$219

Per user, per machine
Annual maintenance

Pro

$1,695
$339

Per user, per machine
Annual maintenance

Server

$3,995
$799

Per user, per machine
Annual maintenance

$199
$39

Per user, per machine
Annual maintenance

Reporting
(SSIS Monitoring Console only)

Download a free trial at
sentryone.com/bi-xpress

